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SPECIES: Pachira aquatica 

FAMILY: Malvaceae 

ZONES: USDA 9b to 11 

EXPOSURE: Bright light 

ORIGIN: South America 

HABIT: Small, evergreen 

WATER: Allow to dry between  

watering, good drainage 

 
 

 

   

   
   

LIGHT WATER FERTILIZER 

Money Tree loves bright light but not 

direct sun. Give the pot a quarter 

turn every few weeks to help keep 

its symmetry. 

Water about once per week, but always 

check the soil first.  The top 1” of soil should 

be quite dry before you water again. Pull 

back the moss covering to water,  saturate 

well and let the water drain into the  saucer - 

pour  over the top again, let it drain & then 

empty the saucer after 15 minutes.  

 

Tip: Brown leaf tips = too dry. Water a day 

sooner. Spotting on edges = too much water. 

During the growing season [March through 

September] use balanced houseplant fertilizer  

[such as 8-8-8]. If liquid, use at half strength 

about every second time you water.  Correct  

watering and consistent fertilizer are the  

secrets to an amazing Money Tree. 

  

This tropical evergreen is prized for its bright green leaves and  tree-like form. Easily grown indoors, it can grow quite tall when successively  

transplanted to larger pots over time. If a compact plant is preferred, pinch back to maintain size. Give it good light, extra humidity and be 

careful not to overwater ~ it will reward you with its cool and calming presence.  In feng shui, Money Tree is popular for enhancing 

the flow of energy and abundance. 

Advice from a Tree 

STAND TALL & PROUD     ◊     GO OUT ON A LIMB     ◊     REMEMBER YOUR ROOTS    

DRINK PLENTY OF WATER    ◊     BE CONTENT WITH YOUR NATURAL BEAUTY   ◊    ENJOY THE VIEW 
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